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Holdings, May 2015
• 27 herbarium collections
• 607,300 occurrences
• 17,300 species-level units

sernecportal.org

Introducing the SERNEC portal   (sustained by Symbiota)



Andropogon glomeratus
- Bushy bluestem

Photo by Max Licher (ASU Herbarium); Cottonwood, Arizona.
http://swbiodiversity.org/seinet/imagelib/imgdetails.php?imgid=43175
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Ok. SERNEC search!

http://swbiodiversity.org/seinet/imagelib/imgdetails.php?imgid=431755


Search for "Andropogon glomeratus" returns 255 occurrences1

Source herbaria: 9
Year collected: 1885-2013
Year identified: 1973-2010
Identifier named: 161 occ.

1 SERNEC portal, May 15, 2015; with synonyms, raw taxonomy.



Isn't that one similar to virginicus?



Source herbaria: 13
Year collected: 1873-2013
Year identified: 1973-2015
Identifier named: 200 occ.

Search for "Andropogon virginicus" returns 442 occurrences1

1 SERNEC portal, May 15, 2015; with synonyms, raw taxonomy.



What about the nominal subspecies?



Source herbaria: 6
Year collected: 1920-2013
Year identified: 2003
Identifier named: 66 occ.

Search for "A. virginicus var. virginicus" returns 101 occurrences1

1 SERNEC portal, May 15, 2015; with synonyms, raw taxonomy.



I believe some Floras recognize capillipes.



Source herbaria: 5
Year collected: 1940-2006
Year identified: 1986
Identifier named: 1 occ.

Search for "Andropogon capillipes" returns 72 occurrences1

1 SERNEC portal, May 15, 2015; with synonyms, raw taxonomy.



Show four-in-one occurrence-based maps.



Combined four-in-one search returns 769 occurrences1

Source herbaria: 13
Year collected: 1873-2013
Year identified: 1973-2015
Identifier named: 407

1 SERNEC portal, May 15, 2015; with synonyms, raw taxonomy.



Ready to do science?

Maybe. There are some issues.



Taxonomic concept alignment, Andropogon glomeratus-virginicus    
complex, spanning across 11 classifications authored 1889-2015

• 36 unique taxonomic names

• 88 taxonomic concept labels
name sec. author strings

• Alignment by A.S. Weakley
row position = congruence

• 1/36 names with unique 1 : 1
name : meaning cardinality
across all classifications 

• Andropogon virginicus 

• Source: Franz et al. 20151

1 Franz et al. 2015. Names are not good enough: reasoning over taxonomic change in the Andropogon complex.
Semantic Web Journal. http://www.semantic-web-journal.net/system/files/swj1027.pdf

http://www.semantic-web-journal.net/system/files/swj1027.pdf


This is how we built this.















Surely this must be it!



Surely this must be it!

The Catalogue of Andropogon

By us

From here on out, and until Infinity



not.

The Catalogue of Andropogon

By us

From here on out, and until Infinity

The current stage of the likely continuously evolving sequence
of human taxonomy making, with limited (nomenclatural)

resolution to preceding stages - even though these were used
to identify many specimens we retain in our collections -

and without adequate semantic infrastructure to identify,
accommodate, and logically connect the next century of stages.



Three Four Great Narcissistic Wounds

• Copernicus: We are not the center of the universe.

• Darwin: We are not uniquely, purposefully created.

• Freud: The rational does not reign over our minds.

• Our successors: Our taxonomy was not "of Life".



This should become our new favorite logo.



Claim: We can build voucher-based environments that represent
every concept identifier (taxonomic concept label), and which
can store and reason over semantic articulations among these. 



Let's outline a stepwise solution.



Step 1. Diagnose the opportunity for better semantics

The Semiotic Triangle1

• A Symbol (name) symbolizes a Reference (human-made concept, theory),
which in turn refers to a Referent (phenomenon in the world).

• In human communication, the Symbol also stands for the Referent; however, 
this relationship is imputed (i.e., subject to corrections). 

1 Source: Ogden & Richards. 1923. The Meaning of Meaning. 8th Edition. Brace & World, Inc. 



Step 1. Diagnose the opportunity for better semantics

The Semiotic Triangle - for reference to taxonomic concepts

• A taxonomic concept label (name sec. author) symbolizes a taxonomic concept 
(human-made theory, authored at a specific time x, about the identity and 
boundaries of a perceived evolutionary entity).

• The taxonomic concept variously succeeds in aligning itself with the taxon in nature.



Step 2. Represent taxonomic concept identity

• Taxonomic concept labels are more granular identifiers in comparison to taxonomic 
names, but otherwise retain the same syntactic and semantic advantages.



Step 3. Represent taxonomic concept identifier provenance

• Granular taxonomic concepts can be semantically reconnected using articulations.

• In Euler/X, the articulations adopt the Region Connection Calculus (RCC-5) terms.

• Multi-concept resolution services (non-/congruence) are provided by the articulations.

New, logic-amenable semantic layer



Step 3. Represent taxonomic concept identifier provenance

• Granular taxonomic concepts can be semantically reconnected using articulations.

• In Euler/X, the articulations adopt the Region Connection Calculus (RCC-5) terms.

• Multi-concept resolution services (non-/congruence) are provided by the articulations.

• Under this representation approach, taxonomic names symbolize entire, potentially
infinite, taxonomic concept lineages.

• Using just the name, a logic application cannot identify any specific lineage segment.

New, logic-amenable semantic layer



Step 4. Euler/X taxonomic concept alignment toolkit1

1 Software available @ https://github.com/EulerProject/EulerX

Command line interface

Central goal
Tax1 + Tax2 + Art. Alignment

https://github.com/EulerProject/EulerX


Integration with Exploring Taxonomic Concepts (ETC)1

1 Project website @ http://taxonconceptexplorer.org/pub/Main_Page

Combined ETC-Euler/X taxonomy alignment web interface

Tax2 - Andropogon sec. 1950 Tax1 - Andropogon sec. 1948

Articulations sec. 2012

Euler/X alignment visualization

http://taxonconceptexplorer.org/pub/Main_Page


Step 5. Inference and visualization of consistent alignments

• The toolkit resolves input constraints
into consistent merge regions.

• In complex, overlapping alignments,
some Euler regions are generated for
which there are no equivalent labels
in either input taxonomy.
"merge concepts".

• Labeling: A*B [2], A\b [3], B\a [1].
1

2

3

1

2

3

Input

Output



The alignments can scale to the task.1

1 Weakley's 2015 Flora specifies more than 100,000 articulations for Euler/X to utilize towards inter-Flora alignments.



Input visualization - Gymnospermae sec. 2010 versus 1968

RCC-5 articulations
by A.S. Weakley (2010)



Alignment visualization - Gymnospermae sec. 2010 versus 1968



MIR visualization (Maximally Informative Relations)

• MIR = articulations logically implied by user input, yet not explicitly stated therein

• 76 x 34 input concepts; 41 input articulations

• 2584 MIR (reasoning); only 1.5% of matrix was expressed by the user (Weakley).

• Explore MIR with ProvenanceMatrix1

1 Software available @ https://github.com/CreativeCodingLab/PathwayMatrix

https://github.com/CreativeCodingLab/PathwayMatrix


Taxonomic concept resolution - check.

Now back to our voucher-based environment.



(Steps 6-8 are desired.)



Step 6. Add taxonomic concept resolution to portal environment1

1 Source: Lepage et al. 2014. Avibase. ZooKeys 420: 117-135. http://zookeys.pensoft.net/articles.php?id=3906

R
easoner-validated set

of R
C

C
-5

articulations
Euler/X

http://zookeys.pensoft.net/articles.php?id=3906


SERNEC portal already supports much of this.

Step 7. Upgrade voucher identifications to taxonomic concept labels  

This is likely the most challenging and least well understood of all needed steps.

Combinations of human input and 'smart inferences' might cover much ground.



Step 7. Upgrade voucher identifications to taxonomic concept labels  

Environment can support occurrence-to-taxonomic-concept-label identifications.



Putting it all together.



Step 8. Support concept-level queries and query products 



Step 8. Support concept-level queries and query products 

Alert
This taxonomic name participates in
multiple, non-congruent taxonomic
concept labels. Consider refining your
voucher query.

• A. virginicus sec. Weakley (2015)
• A. virginicus sec. BONAP (2014)
• A. virginicus sec. Campbell (2003)
• A. virginicus sec. Campbell (1983)
• A. virginicus sec. RAB (1968)

Navigate to this graph to visualize the
corresponding multi-concept alignment.



Now ready to do science?

Yes, we think so.



Step 8. Support concept-level queries and query products 

"Show me all occurrences
identified to the taxonomic name 

Andropogon virginicus".

[returns many records -
taxonomic concept lineage]
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Step 8. Support concept-level queries and query products 

"Show me all occurrences
identified to the taxonomic name 

Andropogon virginicus".

[returns many records -
taxonomic concept lineage]

"Now show me all occurrences
identified to the taxonomic concept 

label Andropogon virginicus
sec. Weakley (2015)". 

[returns subset of records]

"Show me all occurrences of
A. virginicus sec. RAB (1968) 
translated into granular tax.
concepts sec. FNA (2003)". 

[many records, narrowly resolved]

"Show me all occurrences with 
identifications to non-congruent
concepts in the respective FNA 

(2003) and Weakley (2015)
reference classifications".

['problematic' records only]

"Show me all occurrences in this 
target region identified according to 
the (composite) least, versus most,
granular taxonomic perspective."

[derive inferences accordingly]



So, we think this is doable.



Review of steps and feasibility / outlook (SERNEC = test case?)

Step # Circumscription of task Status (May 2015)

1 Diagnose the opportunity for better semantics Complete (enough)

2 Individuate names as taxonomic concept labels Complete (for East U.S. Flora)
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Review of steps and feasibility / outlook (SERNEC = test case?)

Step # Circumscription of task Status (May 2015)

1 Diagnose the opportunity for better semantics Complete (enough)

2 Individuate names as taxonomic concept labels Complete (for East U.S. Flora)

3 Semantically represent taxonomic concept provenance Well advanced (Weakley Flora)

4 Infer logically consistent concept taxonomy alignments Well advanced (Weakley Flora)

5 Visualize alignments and related products (MIR) Well advanced (Weakley Flora)

6 Add concept-level semantics to portal infrastructure Doable, incomplete (Symbiota)

7 Voucher identifications to taxonomic concept labels To be developed (humans, logic)

8 Support concept-level queries and query products Needs completion of steps 6-7



Will it matter?



We should be very curious about,

and try to answer, that question.
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The Euler/X taxonomic alignment approach explained

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0118247

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0118247


Select references on concept taxonomy and the Euler/X toolkit
• Franz et al. 2008. On the use of taxonomic concepts in support of biodiversity

research and taxonomy. In: The New Taxonomy; pp. 63–86. Link

• Franz & Peet. 2009. Towards a language for mapping relationships among
taxonomic concepts. Systematics and Biodiversity 7: 5–20. Link

• Franz & Thau. 2010. Biological taxonomy and ontology development: Scope and
limitations. Biodiversity Informatics 7: 45–66. Link

• Chen et al. 2014. Euler/X: a toolkit for logic-based taxonomy integration. WFLP
2013 – 22nd International Workshop on Functional and (Constraint) Logic
Programming. Link

• Chen et al. 2014. A hybrid diagnosis approach combining Black-Box and White-
Box reasoning. Lecture Notes in Computer Science 8620: 127–141. Link

• Franz et al. 2015. Names are not good enough: Reasoning over taxonomic change in
the Andropogon complex. Semantic Web – Interoperability, Usability, Applicability –
Special Issue on Semantics for Biodiversity. (in press) Link

• Franz et al. 2015. Reasoning over taxonomic change: Exploring alignments for the
Perelleschus use case. PLoS ONE 10(2): e0118247. Link

• Franz et al. 2015. Taxonomic provenance: Two influential primate classifications
logically aligned. (in review) Link

http://taxonbytes.org/pdf/FranzEtAl2008-UseTaxonomicConcepts.pdf
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1017/S147720000800282X.VBZQ7y5dVVM
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http://arxiv.org/abs/1402.1992
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Miscellaneous appended slides



Weakley's 2010 Flora and > 60k concept-to-concept articulations

Source: http://www.herbarium.unc.edu/flora.htm

http://www.herbarium.unc.edu/flora.htm


Excerpt from Weakley's (2012) concept-level Flora



Alan Weakley 2014 (UNC Herbarium) - Magnolia concept evolution



The other piece in the puzzle: Concept-to-voucher identifications

Source: Baskauf & Webb. 2014. Darwin-SW. URL: http://www.semantic-web-journal.net/system/files/swj635.pdf

http://www.semantic-web-journal.net/system/files/swj635.pdf


SERNEC - batch editing data - upgrade identification references
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